The Benefits of Migrating to Windows 10 on New PCs

Most IT organizations today are in the process or have already transitioned their PC Fleet to Microsoft’s Windows 10.

There are significant benefits to migrating to Windows 10 on new machines and form factors which drive productivity improvements by offering:

- **Improved Cybersecurity**
  - New hardware offers better security than ever before and enables next-generation security. From fast biometric authentication to secure BIOS to encrypted drives.
  - Security remains one of the key concerns of IT decision makers and new hardware-based security features powered by the Intel vPro platform have the ability to help address this concern effectively.

- **Operational Advantages**
  - Next gen designs powered by the Intel vPro platform support the best Windows 10 experience:
    - Productivity
    - Security features
    - Manageability

For more information on migrating to Windows 10 on new hardware read the white paper.
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